Breakpoint structure reveals the unique origin of an interspecific chromosomal inversion (2La) in the Anopheles gambiae complex
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Paracentric chromosomal inversions are major architects of organismal evolution and have been associated with adaptations relevant to malaria transmission in anopheline mosquitoes. The processes responsible for their origin and maintenance, still poorly understood, can be illuminated by analysis of inversion breakpoint sequences. Here, we report the breakpoint structure of chromosomal inversion 2La from the principal malaria vector Anopheles gambiae and its relatives in the A. gambiae complex. The distal and proximal breakpoints of the standard (2La+) arrangement contain gene duplications: full-length genes and their truncated copies at opposite ends. Intact genes without pseudogene copies in the alternative arrangement (2La) imply that 2La+ is derived and was viable despite damage to genes, because duplication preserved gene function. A unique origin for the interspecific 2La inversion was challenged previously by indirect genetic evidence, but breakpoint sequences determined from members of the A. gambiae complex strongly suggest their descent from a single event. The derived position of 2La+, long considered ancestral in this medically important group, has significant implications for the phylogenetic history and the evolution of vectorial capacity in the A. gambiae complex.

Chromosomal rearrangements are major architects of evolution in various groups of organisms (1). In anopheline mosquitoes, syntenic has been highly conserved, but gene order is extensively shuffled, primarily through paracentric chromosomal inversions (2, 3). By suppressing recombination between alternative arrangements and stabilizing adaptive allelic or regulatory combinations, paracentric inversions play a major role in ecological differentiation within species and in speciation (4–6). For already proficient anopheline vectors of human disease, the abundance of polymorphic inversions confers the ability to adapt rapidly to human-made ecological disturbances such as deforestation and irrigation and leads to more efficient exploitation of heterogeneities in the environment. By expanding opportunities for vector breeding and reducing competition for breeding sites, high chromosomal diversity can have the undesirable public health consequences of increasing the vector’s density and longevity (5) and extending the temporal and spatial distribution of vectors into formerly inhospitable environments. This phenomenon is exemplified by the Mopti chromosomal form of the principal African malaria vector Anopheles gambiae. This cytotype exploits semipermanent human-made sites such as rice fields and artificial lakes and can be found in arid northern areas bordering the Sahara that exclude other chromosomal forms of this species (7, 8).

Despite the ecological and epidemiological importance of chromosomal inversions, the mechanisms responsible for their generation are not well understood. Moreover, the traditional view that each inversion has a unique origin has been questioned. Two apparent instances of parallel evolution of cytologically identical inversions have been reported. The first was in the A. gambiae complex with respect to an inversion on the left arm of chromosome 2 designated 2La, and the second was in primates (9, 10). The processes responsible for the origin and maintenance of inversions can be illuminated by comparative analysis of breakpoint sequences from alternative arrangements. This information also reveals the ancestral–descendant relationship of the arrangements, allowing inference of the direction of adaptive evolution and phylogenetic history. These issues are of particular interest for 2La in the A. gambiae complex.

Inversion 2La is highly polymorphic and widespread in A. gambiae sensu stricto (s.s.), but it is nonrandomly distributed with respect to degree of aridity (4). In West Africa along north–south transects spanning hundreds of kilometers, there are strong and stable clines in the frequency of 2La, from absence in humid forest to fixation in arid sahel. Seasonal and microspatial heterogeneities also occur. From rainy to dry seasons, the frequency of 2La cycles from low to high. Similarly, its frequency is higher indoors where there is a nocturnal saturation deficit relative to outdoors, resulting in an increased probability of inversion carriers encountering and biting humans sleeping indoors at night, when blood feeding occurs. The 2La inversion also has been associated with susceptibility to Plasmodium (11). Accordingly, this inversion is expected to influence the vectorial capacity of its carriers.

A. gambiae s.s. is the nominal member of a group of seven morphologically indistinguishable and closely related species that comprise the A. gambiae complex. A. gambiae s.s. is the only member of the complex in which the 2La inversion is polymorphic. Anopheles bwambae, Anopheles melas, and Anopheles quadriannulatus A and B are monomorphic (fixed) for the alternative 2La+ arrangement, which was assumed to be ancestral and was therefore designated as standard (5). The two remaining species, Anopheles arabiensis and Anopheles merus, are fixed for an arrangement that is identical to 2La at the cytological level. Assuming a monophyletic (unique) origin of this arrangement in the A. gambiae complex, its distribution
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among the component species is not consistent with their phylogenetic relationships and can only be reconciled by invoking genetic introgression and/or multiple origins of 2La. Indeed, a previous study of four gene regions inside or adjacent to the distal breakpoint of 2La (but at least 142 kb away) suggested that A. merus has a cytologically indistinguishable but molecularly independent inversion, 2La' (10). To elucidate the origin of 2La and to test more precisely for its monophyly in the A. gambiae complex, we cloned and sequenced DNA fragments spanning both breakpoints from two A. gambiae s.s. isolates and two sibling species, all fixed for this arrangement (2La): A. gambiae SUA and Bamako, A. arabiensis, and A. merus. Additionally, we sequenced one or both breakpoints of the alternative arrangement (2L+a) from A. melas and A. quadrimaculatus.

Results and Discussion
Integration of the A. gambiae PEST (2L+a) genome sequence (12) and the polytene chromosome complement by means of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones that were physically mapped and end-sequenced allowed us to identify candidate BAC clones from PEST that were predicted to span the inversion breakpoints. When mapped to A. gambiae s.s. polytene chromosomes by using FISH, BAC clones 146D17 and 160O9 produced one signal corresponding to the proximal or distal breakpoints on 2L+a chromosomes (in divisions 22F-23A and 26D-27A, respectively) and signals at both breakpoints on 2La chromosomes, indicating that they contained distal and proximal breakpoint sequences. Reiteration of this procedure with smaller fragments allowed us to localize the breakpoint region within the BAC and identify probes to screen genomic phage libraries of A. gambiae SUA (2La) and A. merus (2La). Candidate phage were confirmed to span inversion breakpoints by end-sequencing and BLAST analysis against the PEST (2L+a) genome and by FISH against 2La and 2L+a polytene chromosomes of A. gambiae s.s. Verified phage were subcloned into plasmids and sequenced. We determined 3–4 kb of sequence surrounding each 2La breakpoint and aligned them to PEST 2L+a to identify the exact position of chromosome breakage. Primers designed based on these alignments were used to obtain the proximal and distal 2La breakpoints from A. arabiensis (by PCR from genomic DNA) and from A. gambiae Bamako (by PCR screening of a gridred fosmid library), from which comparable amounts of sequence were determined. Primers also were designed to obtain breakpoints of the alternative 2L+a arrangement from A. quadrimaculatus and A. melas by PCR amplification and sequencing of genomic DNA.

Importantly, the molecular organization of the 2La breakpoints of all three species (A. gambiae SUA and Bamako strains, A. arabiensis, and A. merus) was identical (Fig. 1). Detailed comparison of 2La sequences spanning proximal (4,369 bp) and distal (3,409 bp) breakpoints with the corresponding sequences of A. gambiae PEST 2L+a identified predicted genes, insertions/deletions, and complex assemblies of transposable elements (TEs) and repetitive DNA (Fig. 1; see also Fig. 3, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The 2La distal breakpoint is flanked by a small segment (~200 bp) containing noncoding repetitive DNA surrounded by unique sequences with evidence of coding potential (Ensembl transcripts ENSANGT00000031443 and ENSANGT00000031375) but no significant similarity to known proteins. The sequence surrounding the 2La proximal breakpoint contains two predicted full-length and divergently transcribed genes oriented head to head (Ensembl transcripts ENSANGT00000018629 and ENSANGT00000021479) that potentially encode iduronate 2-sulfatase precursor (IDS) and zinc finger protein (ZNF) 183. Surprisingly, in 2L+a, both genes are present at both breakpoints: a full-length copy at one breakpoint (IDS at the proximal breakpoint and ZNF183 at the distal breakpoint) and a truncated copy in reverse orientation at the opposite breakpoint (Ψ-IDS at the distal breakpoint and Ψ-ZNF183 at the proximal breakpoint). Both truncated (pseudogene) copies contain the first exon and a partial intron. Thus, the salient difference between alternative arrangements is a ~700-bp region present once at the 2La proximal breakpoint or twice in opposite orientations at both 2L+a breakpoints (Fig. 1). These duplicated segments have slightly different lengths, owing to deletions in Ψ-IDS at the distal 2L+a breakpoint. Adjacent to the duplicated segments at both 2L+a breakpoints are assemblies of repetitive DNA and/or TEs (Fig. 3). The distal 2L+a breakpoint has a 351-bp insertion of repetitive DNA framed by short inverted repeats, one of which is immediately adjacent to Ψ-IDS. The proximal 2L+a breakpoint has a 4-kb insertion of clustered and scrambled TE fragments flanked at the end nearest Ψ-ZNF183 by another copy of the same repeat that abuts Ψ-IDS at the distal breakpoint (Fig. 1). Such unexpected complexity at the breakpoints of an inversion has been reported only once previously, for the In(3R)Payne breakpoints of Drosophila melanogaster (13).

The remarkably similar organization of these inversion breakpoints in Drosophila and Anopheles suggests a similar and more broadly applicable mechanism governing their generation. The presence of full-length genes and their pseudogene copies at opposite breakpoints of the 2L+a arrangement strongly suggests that the 2La arrangement is ancestral. To assume otherwise would require the improbable generation of two pseudogene copies before rearrangement, at distant reciprocal locations on the 2L+a chromosome, followed by their exact excision during generation of the inversion. The rearrangement of 2La to 2L+a cannot have been achieved by a simple cut-and-paste mechanism involving only two breaks of the chromosome, as traditionally assumed. We propose a model involving three simultaneous breaks and both homologous chromosomes, whereby breakage in slightly offset segments of the homologs and their recombination with segments of the opposite break can lead directly to an inversion with the characteristics of 2L+a during the same meiotic prophase (Fig. 2). The resulting inversion is viable, despite truncation of two highly conserved and potentially vital genes, because of the preservation of intact copies on the rearranged chromosomes.

A mechanism for the proposed asymmetrical exchange is suggested by the presence of homologous repetitive elements immediately flanking each breakpoint (triangles in Fig. 1). The nature of this repetitive element was explored through reiterative BLASTN searches of the A. gambiae genome, using the element and subsequently its top hits as queries. Alignment of sequences from the BLAST output plus flanking DNA allowed construction of a consensus sequence ~10 kb in length. The consensus sequence begins precisely with the repeats flanking each breakpoint, suggesting that they represent terminal remnants of a larger repetitive element, potentially a TE, although no hallmarks are evident. TEs have been implicated in the generation of many, but not all, inversions whose breakpoints have been analyzed, including 2R'd' of A. arabiensis (13–19). Passive ectopic recombination between homologous repetitive elements already residing at the chromosomal locations of the breakpoints could have generated the rearrangement. However, their apparent absence at the appropriate locations on any of the sampled ancestral 2La chromosomes, and their retention on all sampled 2L+a chromosomes (Fig. 1), suggests a more active mechanism involving simultaneous element activations, chromosome breakage, and rearrangement not unlike the hybrid dysgenesis-induced chromosomal rearrangements described for different families of TEs in Drosophila (20). The accretion of ~4 kb of additional defective TEs in the 2L+a proximal breakpoint region of A. gambiae most likely postdates the rearrangement and is a reflection of the reduced recombination that is typical of breakpoint regions in inversion heterozygotes.
The traditional view of history in the \textit{A. gambiae} complex held that its most likely ancestor had the chromosomal features of \textit{A. quadriannulatus}, which were considered as standard because of their central position relative to other species in the complex (5). Moreover, other features of \textit{A. quadriannulatus} seemed to support its basal position, including tolerance for temperate climates, disjunct distribution, less specialized host preference, and, importantly, lack of involvement in malaria transmission (5). This view is no longer valid, in light of our data that suggest the \(2L_{a}/H11001\) arrangement fixed in \textit{A. quadriannulatus} is derived. Indeed, there is cytogenetic evidence independent from our results that reinforces this conclusion. Based on banding pattern homologies, the \(2La\) arrangement is present in the Oriental \textit{Anopheles subpictus} complex (6). More conclusive evidence derives from the \textit{in situ} hybridization of a BAC clone spanning the \(2L_{a}\) proximal breakpoint to two locations delimiting the \(2La\) arrangement on the chromosomes of \textit{Anopheles stephensi}; follow-up experiments involving BAC fragments derived from one side of the breakpoint yielded only a single site of hybridization (I.V.S. and M.V.S., unpublished data). The derived nature of the \(2L_{a}\) arrangement and the ancestral status of \(2La\) has led to a revised history of the \textit{A. gambiae} complex in which \textit{A. arabiensis}, fixed for \(2La\) and second only to \textit{A. gambiae} in importance as a malaria vector, is now considered the most likely ancestral species (6). The implication of the shift from the non-vector \textit{A. quadriannulatus} to the major vector \textit{A. arabiensis} as basal in the phylogeny of this species complex is that at least some of the traits that influence the potency of the vectorial system may have been present at its inception and that \textit{A. quadriannulatus} may have lost vectorial capacity secondarily.

Our breakpoint data leave little doubt that the \(2La\) arrangement is identical in \textit{A. arabiensis}, \textit{A. gambiae}, and \textit{A. merus}. Previous circumstantial evidence to the contrary (10) may be a result of gene conversion events (or crossing over) occurring between alternative arrangements at some distance from the breakpoints. Moreover, available sequence from the \(2L_{a}/H11001\) breakpoints in \textit{A. melas} and \textit{A. quadriannulatus} is consistent with a monophyletic origin of this rearrangement in the \textit{A. gambiae} complex (Fig. 1). Additional sequencing from these species and from more isolates of \textit{A. gambiae} will help clarify this issue. Assuming that these data reinforce a single origin of \(2L_{a}\), the distribution of this rearrangement will remain inconsistent with the phylogenetic hypothesis for the \textit{A. gambiae} complex; resolution of the conflict requires at least one instance of genetic introgression between nonsister taxa.

Fig. 1. Structure of the \(2La\) and \(2L_{a}\) inversion breakpoints in \textit{A. gambiae} (not drawn to scale). Vertical arrows indicate the distal and proximal breakpoints in PEST spanning coordinates 42165182–42165532 on scaffold 8807 and 20524058–20528089 on scaffold 8960 (AgamP3 release). Homologous sequences are represented by boxes, and text is identical. International Union of Biochemistry codes Y (C or T) and K (G or T) are used at positions that were heterozygous in \textit{A. quadriannulatus}. Red and blue horizontal arrows and their truncated counterparts correspond to genes (and pseudogenes, \(\Psi\)) that potentially encode \textit{ZNF183} and IDS proteins. Yellow boxes mark the 750-bp fragment in \(2La\) that is present in opposite orientations at both breakpoints in \(2L_{a}\). Hatched boxes show complex assemblies of degenerate TEs and repetitive DNA. Triangles correspond to the terminal fragments of a repetitive element immediately adjacent to the breakpoints. DNA alignments are shown for \textit{A. gambiae} SUA, Bamako, and PEST strains (GAM\_SUA, GAM\_BKO, and GAM\_PEST); \textit{A. arabiensis} (ARA); \textit{A. merus} (MEL); \textit{A. melas} (MEL); and \textit{A. quadriannulatus} (QUA). CEN, centromere; TEL, telomere.
Fig. 2. Model for the generation of arrangement 2La from 2La. Shapes and color-coding match those in Fig. 1. (A) 2La is the ancestral arrangement. (B) Homologous 2La chromosomes pair in meiotic prophase I. The distal break occurs in a region of noncoding/repetitive DNA (striped box) of one chromosome. Two proximal breaks occur in two homologs at offset positions: one in the ZNF183 gene and the other in the IDS gene. Three copies of a repetitive element (indicated in red) can either generate these breaks or associate with preexisting breaks. Two elements in opposite orientations pair and form a loop, bringing the regions of the distal and proximal breakpoints into close proximity. Dotted lines show recombination that leads to the inversion. (C) 2L+ a is the derived arrangement, with intact ZNF183 and IDS genes and insertions of repetitive elements at both breakpoints. DNA sequence homologous to a 750-bp fragment of the 2La chromosome is represented twice in 2L+ a, in opposite orientations at both breakpoints.

Until now, inference of the role of the 2La polymorphism in A. gambiae s.s. ecology and dynamics has relied on cytogenetic analysis of half-gravid females, the only favorable source of polytene chromosomes. The elucidation of the 2La breakpoint sequences opens the possibility of "molecular karyotyping," an approach that will offer greatly increased efficiency and flexibility to examine all preimaginal stages as well as adult males, where polytene chromosomes cannot be analyzed directly. The presence of repetitive DNA at the breakpoint has complicated development of a robust PCR assay to detect alternative karyotypes. A beta version of this assay provided results largely consistent with cytogenetic analysis when tested on >100 karyotyped specimens from Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso, and Cameroon (Fig. 4, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), but technical problems remain. Optimization for sensitivity and specificity, as well as large-scale validation, holds promise for an efficient and reliable tool to advance field studies of A. gambiae.

Materials and Methods

**FISH.** To obtain polytene chromosome preparations, ovaries of half-gravid females (A. gambiae SUA and 4Arr colonies) were dissected into fresh Carnoy’s solution (ethanol:glacial acetic acid at 3:1). Ovaries were gently pressed with a coverslip in 50%, 70%, 95%, and 100% ethanol. The quality of the banding pattern of polytene chromosomes was examined under a BX60 phase-contrast microscope (Olympus, Melville, NY). Ovaries were gently pressed with a coverslip in 50%, 70%, 95%, and 100% ethanol. The quality of the banding pattern of polytene chromosomes was examined under a BX60 phase-contrast microscope (Olympus, Melville, NY). Probes were tested on 2La breakpoints sequences (Table 1, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Primers for the distal breakpoint were 27A; primers for the proximal breakpoint were BP8960F/BP8807R. PCRs contained 2.5 pmol of each primer, 150 μM dNTP, 3 mM MgCl₂, 2.5 units of Taq polymerase, 1 μL of template DNA, and 1 μL buffer in a 50-μL volume. PCR conditions were 94°C for 5 min; 35 cycles of 94°C for 20 s, 55°C for 20 s, and 72°C for 30 s; 72°C for 5 min; and 4°C hold.

**Library Screening.** A. gambiae SUA 2La and A. merus V12 Lambda DASH II phase library screening was performed by using the following kits and reagents (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis) according to protocols supplied by the manufacturer: DIG DNA Labeling Kit, Nylon Membranes for Colony and Plaque Hybridization, DIG Easy Hyb, DIG Wash and Block Buffer Set, CPD-Star, and Anti-Digoxigenin-AP. DNA from positive phage was isolated by using the Lambda Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).

The gridded A. gambiae Bamako 2La phasmd library (Lucigen, Middleton, WI) was screened by PCR amplification of plate, row, and column pools by using primers designed from A. gambiae SUA 2La breakpoint sequences (Table 1, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Primers for the distal breakpoint were 27A/23A; primers for the proximal breakpoint were BP8960F/BP8807R. PCRs contained 2.5 pmol of each primer, 150 μM dNTP, 3 mM MgCl₂, 2.5 units of Taq polymerase, 1 μL of template DNA, and 1 μL buffer in a 50-μL volume. PCR conditions were 94°C for 5 min; 35 cycles of 94°C for 20 s, 55°C for 20 s, and 72°C for 30 s; 72°C for 5 min; and 4°C hold.

**PCR Amplification of 2La and 2L+ a Breakpoints.** Primers designed based on an alignment between available A. gambiae SUA 2La
sequence and *A. gambiae* PEST 2L+\(^a\) sequence were used to amplify 3–4 kb of sequence surrounding each 2La breakpoint from *A. gambiae* Bamako fosmids (proximal, 94I12; distal, 55I13) and from *A. arabiensis* genomic DNA (KGB colony). Multiple primer pairs were used to amplify overlapping fragments of each 2La breakpoint (Table 1). Proximal primer pairs were 8960F1/8960R, 8960F/8807R, and BP8807F1/BP8807R2. Distal primer pairs were 27A0/23A2 and 27A2/23A0. PCRs and conditions matched those used for library screening. PCR amplification of 2L+\(^a\) breakpoints from the sibling species *A. melas* (BAL colony and wild specimens from Senegal) and *A. quadriannulatus* (SKUQUA colony) was attempted by using distal primers BP8807 and 27A2 and proximal primers 750Dup1 and PestProx. Amplification of both breakpoints was successful from *A. quadriannulatus*, but only the distal breakpoint amplified from *A. melas*.

**Sequencing.** Purified PCR products were directly sequenced by using standard T3, T7, or custom (Invitrogen) primers (available on request) and BigDye Terminator v3 chemistry (Applied Biosystems) on the ABI 3700 capillary sequencer (Applied Biosystems) as recommended by the manufacturer. Sequences have been deposited in the GenBank database (accession nos. DQ230889–DQ230901).

**Bioinformatic Analysis.** The position of chromosome breakage and repetitive DNA segments within each 3–4 kb of SUA 2La breakpoint sequence was established by BLASTN searches implemented in the Ensembl *A. gambiae* genome browser, using SUA 2La sequences as queries. Ensembl gene predictions in the National Center for Biotechnology Information and Ensembl revealed similarity to *Haemophilus somnus* 2336 transposase (GenBank accession no. ZP_00132108) in the sequence corresponding to the breakpoint-flanking repeats, suggesting that we had identified one terminus of a repetitive element in the *A. gambiae* genome. These 28 hits corresponded to 24 scaffolds, of which only 10 were mapped to chromosomes (5 to 2L, including the three breakpoints; 3 to 2R; and 2 to X). The short, repetitive character of most of these scaffolds hindered the successful identification of the other terminus; most sequences in the multiple alignment apparently terminated prematurely owing to sequencing gaps (Ns). The longest possible consensus sequence that could be reconstructed manually from scaffolds without sequencing gaps was \(\approx 10\) kb, after which sequence similarity ended. This consensus lacked evident long terminal or inverted repeats. Screening the consensus sequence against a reference repeat database (22) identified only fragments of an AMPLICON AA repeat region, partial Merlin1.CB and HARBINGER.LAG transposons, and a nonautonomous SINEX-LAG non-LTR retrotransposon. BLASTX searches at the National Center for Biotechnology Information and Ensembl revealed similarity to *Haemophilus somnus* 2336 transposase (GenBank accession no. ZP_00132108) in the sequence corresponding to Merlin1.CB transposon.
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